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Keep this guide for future reference.

WARNING!
LED bulbs with wattage of 10 or less MUST be used!
The lampshade is made out of very thin wood. To avoid any
unintended damage to it please use only LED bulbs with the product.
Wooden lampshades are very fragile like a piece of fine glassware.
The lampshade is made out of very thin wood。And the wood as any
other natural materials need extra care when in use.




Please hold by the socket base when installing the product or
attaching the LED bulb. Only when it is absolutely required to hold
the wooden lampshade by itself, please hold it by the hard top part
or where it is relatively solid.
Do NOT hold the product by the thin edge or thin part of the
shade, for it is very fragile and may break.

Specifications
LED bulb specifications to consider
Please bear in mind three LED bulbs specifications as shown below when
you’re purchasing LED bulbs to enjoy the natural beauty of the product.
 LED bulbs emit light in all directions, or offer a wide view angle.
 LED bulbs offer warm, yellowish light color (2700-3500 Kelvin).
 LED bulbs do not extend out of the lampshade when installed.
Product Name
Maru／Cyoku Ｌ
Maru／Cyoku Ｍ
Maru／Cyoku Ｓ
Dome
Tsubomi
Dress
Bell

・・・

Max. Bulb Hight
Up to 9cm
Up to 7.5cm
Up to 6cm
Up to 8.5cm
Up to 9.5cm
Up to 9cm

・・・

Up to 7.5cm

・・・
・・・
・・・
・・・
・・・

Use extra care when handling the product.
Product Specifications

VERY FRAGILE

Product Name

Yamanaka Usubiki Light

Base Type：

E17

LED Bulb Wattage：

10W or less (LED bulb NOT included.)

Voltage：

AC100V

Shade materials：

Wood, urethane coating

Code Length：

100 cm

Country of Production

Japan

HANDLE WITH CARE

Yamanaka Usubiki Light： Morita Shikki Co., Ltd. Postal Address: Wa-528 Uwabaramachi Yamanakaonsen Kagashi Ishikawaken 922-0106 Japan

Tel +81(0)761-78-0106

Fax +81(0)761-78-5311 URL http://urusi.jp/en
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User’s Guide

User’s Guide

For Yamanaka Usubiki Light - Pendant Light

For Yamanaka Usubiki Light - Pendant Light

Before the installation, turned off the power at its main circuit panel.

Use 10W or less LED bulb ONLY



To avoid any accidental fire, electric shock, damage, do NOT attempt to modify the product.

Use LED bulbs only. Light bulbs other than LED bulbs may damage the lampshade that



If you notice anything unusual (such as cracks or chips on the lampshade, exposed wire on the cord or

is made out of natural wood.

on the lighting fixture), notify immediately the store where you purchased the product or the



The voltage used must be AC100V. The deviation from this may result in fire, damage to the product.

person/company who installed it for you.



LED bulbs also get hot. Do NOT attempt to touch it when it’s in use or is hot.



When installing the product, do not attempt to install it by yourself where any wiring
installation/change is required. Depending on where you live it may be required to have a professional

Maintenance Instructions

service provider to install it.

※Turn off the power at its main circuit panel and let the LED bulb cool before touching it.

Disclaimer

Hold the product by the socket base or the top/relatively hard part of the lampshade because it is very
fragile. Hold it like you hold a piece of fine glassware.

The product is designed and tested to be used in Japan only for indoor use, If you use it outside Japan or


Regularly dust the product. But do use extra care when dusting to avoid any damage to it.



Do NOT clean the product with any cleaning agent that contains chemical ingredients to avoid any

modify it in any way from its original specifications, you will be liable for meeting applicable local laws and
regulations of each region/country where you intend to use it. We will NOT be liable for any damage, loss,
damage to it.
expense, or injury caused by modified product.


Have a periodical product inspection for any damage, exposed wire, etc. at least once in every 6
month to maintain the product safety.

Safety Warning
Wood is a live material. And handle with care. Do NOT use the product in ways or in places described below
to avoid any accidental fire, electric shock, or damage to it.


Do NOT use it in places where the temperature exceeds 35°C (95°F).



Do NOT use it in places where it is extremely humid or outdoors.



Do NOT use it in places where it is unstable/shaky.



Do NOT use it in places where flammable/corrosive gas is around.



Do NOT use it under extreme conditions like direct exposure to heat, sunlight, air conditioning, fan etc.



Do NOT cover the product with any flammable material like clothes, papers, etc.



Do NOT wash the product to avoid any damage to it.



After each maintenance, be sure the lampshade is securely attached to the socket base and the
lighting fixture securely/safely installed to the ceiling to avoid any accidental fall.
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